Job posting

Type of position
☐ scientific
☐ administrative

Target group
☐ graduates
☒ post docs
☐ other

Title
Postdoc Position Bridging Excellence Fellowships (EMBL | Stanford)

Institution
The Life Science Alliance is a joint research initiative between the European Molecular Biology Laboratory and Stanford University in the US. The EMBL is Europe’s flagship research laboratory for the life sciences – an intergovernmental organisation performing scientific research in disciplines including molecular biology, physics, chemistry and computer science. We are an international, innovative and interdisciplinary laboratory with more than 1700 employees from many nations, operating across six sites, in Heidelberg (HQ), Barcelona, Hinxton near Cambridge, Hamburg, Grenoble and Rome.

Position
The Life Science Alliance invites researchers to submit an application for a Bridging Excellence Fellowship. This is your opportunity to define an ambitious and creative project which is carried out across both EMBL and Stanford University. The fellowships provide funding for a 3-year EMBL stipend, lab consumables, a generous travel and accommodation supplement for visits to Stanford, as well as funds for presenting at an international conference.

Responsibilities
Fellowships will be awarded to researchers, who take up a position as a postdoctoral fellow at EMBL for 3 years. During this time, fellows will spend up to one year visiting their collaborators in Stanford to work on the joint research project (multiple visits totalling 1 year are permitted). As well as access to researchers and technology at both sites, fellows will also be able to take advantage of first-rate postdoctoral training opportunities from both institutions.

Requirements
Proposals must be supported by at least one lab at EMBL and one faculty member from the Stanford University School of Medicine or the Stanford University School of Humanities and Sciences.

We invite applications in all fields, from any eligible researcher regardless of nationality, gender, or scientific background.

Applicants must have obtained their PhD before taking up the fellowship, but applicants who have been awarded their PhD more than 2 years prior to the application deadline are not eligible.
Application procedure (deadline etc.)

Visit out website https://stan.md/LSAfellows for the full applicant guidelines, and to download the application form.

Application Deadline: 6 June 2021 at 11:59PM CEST

Contact

Contact stanford@embl.de in case of questions.